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Key Takeaways
¤ DataDivider’s Virtual Keypad is a
QSA approved solution to remove
merchant workstations and
backend systems from PCI scope
¤ DataDivider’s Virtual Keypad
functionality was penetration tested
by Clear Skies in a realistic and true
to life environment to validate the
effectiveness of the security
controls
¤ The security testing of the Virtual
Keyboard found that it does
completely isolate the merchant
desktop
environment
from
Cardholder Data (CHD) thereby
removing the PCI burdens from the
merchant
¤ The testing results verified that
using DataDivider’s Virtual Keypad
to reduce the PCI scope seems to be a
highly effective mechanism to
reduce the cost of PCI compliance
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Summary
When it comes to the Payment Card
Industry (PCI) audit, most companies
realize quickly that it can be a daunting
task to manage these environments and
have them tested on an annual basis.
Having conducted PCI Penetration
Testing for over 10 years, Clear Skies
Security has seen a lot of PCI
environments and, in turn, has found a lot
of security vulnerabilities within these

In an effort to help organizations
minimize their CDE environments,
DataDivider has developed a technology
they call Virtual Keypad. “DataDivider’s
Virtual
Keypad
running
within
DataDivider’s Secure Browser provides
the device user the ability to enter
numeric digits by mouse or touch without
exposing these digits to the local device.”
This in turn would keep the local system

From our experience, we believe one of the best ways to
help maintain a PCI compliant infrastructure over the long
term is to find ways to minimize the scope of the PCI
systems
environments. From our experience, we
believe one of the best ways to help
maintain a PCI compliant infrastructure
over the long term is to find ways to
minimize the scope of the PCI systems to
keep the Cardholder Data Environment
(CDE) as small as possible. This makes
keeping up with the management of the
security requirements of the CDE much
easier to maintain, and therefore reduces
the overall risk to the organization.

out of scope for PCI since no PCI data is
ever stored, processed, or transmitted on
the device while still being involved in the
overall process.
Clear Skies Security had the opportunity
to test and validate DataDivider’s Virtual
Keypad functionality in a realistic, true to
life, penetration test. This paper provides
a summary of the testing that was
performed and the results of that testing.
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Product Overview
DataDivider’s Virtual Keypad (VK) is a
QSA approved compensating control for
Virtual Terminals and application
payments so that the workstation,
keyboard and screen are isolated so that
there is no chance to log keystrokes or

the workstation,
keyboard and screen are
isolated so that there is
no chance to log
keystrokes or exfiltrate
data
exfiltrate data. DataDivider completely
descopes both the local network and
desktop from PCI scope by ensuring the
cardholder data never crosses that
network and uses a number of different
controls to protect against malware,
viruses, data leakage and any type of
frame grabbers to protect the desktop,
reducing the overall risk to the
organization.
The VK operates as a secure, isolated
remote desktop application. The VK
presents a rotary display with zero
initially displayed randomly between One

O’clock and Twelve O’clock. After each
series of digits are collected from the
cardholder the rotary display rotates,
again randomly, one or two digits
clockwise or counter-clockwise. This
ensures that there is never a correlation

It is therefore impossible
to reverse engineer the
series of mouse clicks
back to the card number

between the coordinates of a mouse click
and a specific digit. It is therefore
impossible to reverse engineer the series
of mouse clicks back to the card number.
With all other functions other than mouse
clicks disabled on the local machine there
is also no exposure to the cardholder data
locally. DataDivider can either directly
send cardholder data to payment
processors from its PCI Level 1 Certified
environment or provide merchants
independent tokens to keep them out of
PCI scope.
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Testing Methodology
From September to October 2018, Clear
Skies was engaged to undertake a
security assessment of the network and
systems that comprise the entirety of
DataDivider’s Internet and internal
network presence.
This assessment
included testing of the PCI DSS Protected
Zone from the perspective of an
authorized, authenticated user.
The
environment was configured with several
applications using the DataDivider Virtual
Keyboard, allowing full evaluation of the
technology and related security controls.

workstation
configured
with
the
Artiscope web browser and the
DataDivider Portal. The Protected Zone
and Virtual Keyboard implementation
were evaluated as a standard end-user
granted access to the environment, with a
focus on identifying vulnerabilities that
could bypass VK controls, expose PCI
data, or provide unauthorized access to
functionality and systems within the
protected environment.

The Clear Skies testing methodology is
based on years of real-world expertise
that maps to industry standards such as
NIST 800-115, OWASP, and the Open
Source Security Testing Methodology
Manual (OSSTMM). This includes fully
characterizing and baselining the full
environment, automated and manual
vulnerability testing to identify as many
potential weaknesses as possible and
exploiting any vulnerabilities to verify
their presence and help quantify the risk
to the environment.
The isolated nature of the PCI DSS
Protected Zone and Virtual Keyboard
access necessitated manual analysis of
the interactions between a Windows
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Summary of Test Results
Testing of the VK in the PCI DSS Protected
Zone found that it effectively isolates the
use and processing of PCI data to the
protected environment.

the context of their individual user
account and limited to providing access
to
authorized
payment-related
applications. All PCI-related actions use

Testing of the VK in the PCI DSS Protected Zone found
that it effectively isolates the use and processing of PCI
data to the protected environment.

Access to the PCI DSS Protected Zone and
VK is provided through a web-based
portal. Network access restrictions limit
connectivity to authorized organizations.
In addition, the application requires the
use of the ArtiScope web browser that
limits the ability to print, copy, paste, etc.
Figure 1: Access to protected environment requires
restricted-mode browser

Once authenticated to the portal, users
are provided access to a remote Windows
desktop environment, operating under

applications running in this remote
environment, fully isolated from the
user’s workstation other than display and
keyboard and pointer I/O.
Under normal use and in most
configurations, users are not allowed to
launch any other applications in this
environment, access any file system
resources, or perform any copy/paste type
functionality. The desktop environment
has network ACLs that allow external
connectivity only to sites required for
operation by the customer application,
eliminating
risks
associated
with
malicious sites and cross-site attacks.
The desktop restrictions were found to be
very comprehensive and would be
effective in limiting the vast majority of
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users to only the intended authorized
functionality. There were cases identified
during testing, with the applications
provided, that allowed Clear Skies to
launch system utilities and obtain limited
access to desktop files. Even in those
cases, however, network access controls
effectively blocked the ability to access
any environment other than the
Protected Zone.

Testing found that this works well under
normal operation. Combined with
Internet
Explorer
and
Windows
permissions that prohibit contextsensitive access and copy/paste, it was
not possible to obtain the credit card data
other than visually, as the test web site did
not mask the number during input. The
option to mask the number on display is a
customer-configurable option though.

Figure 2: Authenticated authorized users granted
access to specific VK-enabled payment sites

Figure 3: Secure keypad normally triggered for sensitive
fields

Applications
using
two
different
variations of the VK component were
tested. The first application hosted a
typical form with credit card entry fields
on an organization web site. The VK
implementation effectively intercepted
instances where input is directed to a
credit-card related field, requiring the use
of the virtual keyboard. This forces users
to enter the sensitive data via mouse
clicks on an image that rotates at predefined intervals so that credit card data
is not typed and therefore not susceptible
to keyloggers.

One potential hiccup in the keypad was
identified during testing - an incomplete
page can be submitted resulting in a
validation failure from the customer
application. In this instance, the screen
returned did not trigger the secure
keypad, which ultimately allowed credit
card fields to be entered via the user’s
keyboard.
This minor vulnerability
identified by Clear Skies has been
addressed within the latest release of the
DataDivider solution.
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A second test was performed on a web
application named “WebKeypad” that
provides a web-based keypad entry
screen. In this implementation, the
numbers remained in sequence and the
relative position of the numbers rotated
between uses to prevent deciphering
numbers based on mouse click positions.

It was possible to trigger error conditions
in some functions, but no vulnerabilities
were noted, and no sensitive data was
observed in the system cache.

It was not possible to access sensitive
fields directly for keyboard input, and in
fact the “characters” displayed in these
fields are not actually text, but graphic
images, providing a further defense in
depth practice to prevent exfiltration of
this data.
Figure 4: Web Keypad uses rotating in-page buttons and
graphic images

This service obtains an RSA public key
when initializing and submits the entered
data to the /keypad/generateToken
service as an AES encrypted object along
with a passphrase encrypted by the RSA
public key. In the testing performed with
the test account, the fields in responses
did not contain any data.
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Conclusions
The design of the Data Divider Protected
Zone and Virtual Keypad provides an
effective mechanism to restrict all input
and processing of credit card data to the
PCI-compliant Data Divider environment,
and the goal for reducing the PCI scope
seems to be well achieved.

the goal for reducing the
PCI scope seems to be
well achieved

Threats associated with capturing credit
card data such as keystroke logging can
be avoided. The solution can also relieve
organizations from the worry of credit
card data intentionally or inadvertently
being retained on end-user devices.
To achieve this, DataDivider has
necessarily limited the flexibility that
users may currently have such as using
the browser of their choice and allowing
more rapid keyboard-based data input.
The service as tested, however, was found
to be easy to use.
The VK solution can be an effective tool,
that reduces risks. As with any

The VK solution can be
an effective tool, that
reduces risks
technology, risks cannot be eliminated
entirely as noted in the testing results.
Customers should remain aware that
determined attackers could use other
attack vectors like video surveillance to
record all of the actions of an end-user to
obtain PAN data, or end-users could
duplicate or maintain a separate record of
PAN data outside of the authorized
systems provided.
Clear Skies would recommend end users
to carefully test the integration of
customer applications with the VK, in
particular ensuring that all pathways of
data entry in apps are identified,
including
cases
where
exception
conditions may result in non-standard
flows to ensure there are no gaps in the
protection the VK provides.
Overall, Clear Skies found no exploitable
vulnerabilities
with
either
of
DataDivider’s VK implementations. As
with any product there is always potential
for misuse and abuse, but DataDivider has
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taken every possible approach to
minimize as much risk as possible. Even
with the issues identified during our
testing, Clear Skies found the VK product
to be well designed and securely
implemented
and
when
installed
properly should help any organization
reduce their PCI scope, minimize their
risk, and make their PCI systems easier to
maintain in the long term.
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About Clear Skies
Letting Clear Skies Security assist with
your assessment needs can help get you
on the right path! Clear Skies is a security
consulting organization specializing in
real world threat analysis through
comprehensive security assessment
services, specifically Penetration Testing
and Application Assessments. Clear Skies
focuses solely on services allowing our
consultants to remain concentrated on
providing the best vendor neutral advice
to remediate the risks identified during
the assessment process. Our primary goal
is to become our client’s Trusted Security
Advisor. This allows us to work
cooperatively to ensure the highest level
of protection for the business and to
provide some assurance in knowing that
the true risks are being identified.
Clear Skies was founded by a team of elite
security professionals, each bringing 20+
years of experience in the security
industry, all with a specialty in security
assessments. Our mission is to be a
trusted name in the security industry,
known for our technical knowledge,
integrity, and business ethics. We do this
by focusing on customer service and
ensuring quality in everything we do.
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